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My invention relates to a rotary jar to be
employed in connection with the rotary
method of drilling oil and artesian wells.
The general object of my invention is to pro
vide an improved apparatus and an improved
method for facilitating the loosening up of
a drill pipe or casing which has become
'frozen'.

The jar includes a tubular section or bar

rel. 2 connected at its upper end to the pipe
String; this barrel 2 is the driving section of
the jar; movable longitudinally within this 60
barrel, I provide a plunger section 3.
The drive member 2 comprises a hollow
tubular or pipe-like section having a central
4 open
at
its lowerboreend5 extending
and com 35
A further object of my invention is to pro chamber
municating
with
a
smaller
vide a rotary jar of the character referred to through the upper end. The upper end of
with improved and durable impact surfaces. the drive member 2 is provided with a ta
A further object of my invention is to pro
vide such a rotary jar with driving connec pered
plpe. box 6 for connection with a rotary drill
tions which will maintain rotatable connec Any suitable means may be provided to 70
tion within the device at all times.
rotary movement to be imparted from
A further object of my invention is to pro enable
driving member to the driven member.
vide a simplified device of the character re the
I provide a part or driving means on the
ferred to which will be economical in manu driving
member to engage a part on the
facture
and
extremely
durable
in
use.
20
driven
member
to impart this rotary move
A further object of my invention is to pro
vide in such a device drive and driven mem ment. In order to accomplish this and at
same time provide for producing a jar
bers which may be each formed integral and the
movement, the lower end of the drive mem
yet readily assembled.
ber 2 is threaded to receive an impact nut or
25 Other objects and advantages will appear

hammer head 7. This impact nut or hammer
head 7 is provided with a hexagonal bore 8
and a reduced threaded portion to be screw
threaded within the lower end of the drive
member 2. Thereby the nut or hammer head
7 is provided with a down impact surface 9 85
and up impact surface 10. For a purpose
hereinafter set forth the nut or hammer head
is split but when screw-threaded on to the
rtion of the device of Fig. 1
drive
member 2 functions as an integral
Fig.
3
is
a
complete
vertical
section
of
the
structure.
90
35 device of Figs. 1 and 2.
The driven member 3 has an elongated
Fig. 4 is a horizontal section taken on a hexagonal
body or stem adapted to slidably
line indicated by a -a' in Fig. 2.
engage
with
the hexagonal bore 8 of the nut
Fig. 5 is a detail view partly in section of or hammer head
7, and is provided with a
the hammer head of the driven member.
bore
11
extending
throughout its length and 9.
40
Fig. 6 is a detail view of the split nut or

in the following description of a preferred
form of my invention.
In the drawings:
Figure 1 is a vertical elevation of a rotary
jar
embodying my invention, illustrating the
30
drive
driven members in completely tele
scopedand
position.
Fig. 2 is a vertical elevation partly in sec

hammer head carried on the drive member.

preferably registering with the bore 5 of the
an integral head 3 formed at its opposite
ends with opposed anvil members providing
jar up impact surface 12 and jar down impact
surface 13. The lower end of the driven mem
ber 3 is provided with a tapered box 14 for
drive member 2. The driven member 3 has

Fig. 7 is a plan view of the nut or hammer
head illustrated in Fig. 6.
In practicing my invention, I construct the
45
jar with a tubular section and a plunger sec
tion movable longitudinally within the same
during the jarring movement, and I provide connection with the rotary drill pipe.
means on the plunger member and on the In operating in accordance with my method
tubular section cooperating to permit the the device is inserted within and becomes a
50
transmission of rotary movement from one portion
a rotary drill pipe by connecting
section to the other; in addition to this I pro the driveofmember
2 at the top to one section
vide a water circulating opening through the of the rotary drill pipe
and the driven member
plunger and provide packing means to pre 3 at the bottom to another
section of the ro
vent
escape
of
water
passing
through
the
jar.
55 I shall now describe the preferred apparatus tary drillpipe; that is to say, it constitutes
an extensible driving connection between the
for this purpose.
upper and lower sections of the drill string.
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Thus positioned within the rotary drill pipe
the device provides a hammer head (compris
ing the nut 7) positioned between opposed
anvil members (the jar down anvil member
having impact shoulder or surface 13 and the
jar up anvil member having impact surface
12). During the normal drilling operation,

rotatable connection will be maintained in

the drill pipe and within the device by the
O inter-engaging of the hexagonal sten of the

driven member 3 with the hexagonal bore 8

of the nut or hammer head 7. The device

will, therefore, not interfere with the normal
rotatory action of the drill pipe. Further
5 more, the circulation course throughout the
rotary drill pipe will be maintained through
the device by means of the bores 11 and 5,
thereby not interfering with the rotary drill
ing operation. I provide any suitable pack

connection between the members 2 and 3 is

maintained by the inter-engaging hexagonal

formation of the stem of the driven member

3 and the nut or hammer head 7. Of course,

a hexagonal formation is merely a preferable 70
formation, it being obvious that a square, oc
tagonal or ribbed arrangement would be pos
sible. One of the advantages of the arrange
ment is that the drive connection is in no man
ner dependent upon the impact surfaces, and 75
I prefer a hexagonal arrangement for manu
facturing and engineering reasons. With this
arrangement of independent drive connec
tions and impact surfaces the battering of the 80

impact
surfaces will not interfere with the
drive connection which must necessarily be

maintained in the drill string in normal op
eration. Furthermore, the arrangement of
simple impact surfaces and simple drive con 85
20 ing means. For this purpose at the union nections which are possible because the same
independent, reduces materially the cost
between the members 2 and 3, I preferably are
of
manufacture
device in addition to
provide the upper end of the driven member greatly enhancingofitsthedurability.
3 with a reduced threaded portion 15 defining By the provision of the split nut 7 I have
an annular shoulder 16. Upon the annular made possible the formation of the upper and 90
shoulder 16 I place a washer or packing mem lower anvil members integral with the driven
ber 17 and secure the same by means of a member 3. It is an advantage in manufacture
threaded collar or ring 18.
the durability of the device to make
In case the drill pipe or string ????????: and inanvil
members integral with the device 95
with this device should become wedged or these
and
by
splitting
the nut 7 assembly is made
30 jammed the device enables the drill pipe or
for su?? integral structure. For ex
string to be released by jarring. In that be possible
ample, to assemble the parts are positioned so
half the device provides a hammer head in that
the upper anvil member will be telescoped
terposed between opposed anvil members. within
the drive member 2 to a point above 0.
For example, the drill pipe may be jarred the place
for the nut 7 before said nut is po
35 down by elevating its upper section, that is,
Thereupon the two portions of the
the portion of the string above the device, sitioned.
until the drive member 2 has been lifted rela nut 7 are placed around the stem of the driven
tive to the driven member 3 and the two mem member 3 and the drive member and member
rotated to screw-thread the nut 7
bers thereby relatively telescopically extend 2inrelatively
10
ed. The upper section of the string may then Iposition.
consider that my invention provides an
be released or run down with great rapidity extremely
and practical method for
and a violent jar down procured by the down loosening asimple
drill
string
and provides for ef
impact surface 9 of the hammer head 7 strik
this result by means which is econom
ing the impact surface 13 of the lower anvil fecting
45 member. After jarring in this way, I rotate ical in manufacture and extremely durable in
operation. My invention is not limited to
the lower section through the jar connection. the
inter-relation or formation of
To jar up, that portion of the string above partsparticular
for a preferred embodiment
the device is relatively lowered until the thereofdescribed
but is of the scope and extent set
driven member 3 is completely telescoped
50 within the drive member 2 as illustrated in forth in the following claims.
Fig. 2. The upper portion of the string above I1.claim:
In a rotary jar, the combination of a
the device may thereupon be rapidly raised tubular
outer section and a tubular plunger
and a violent jar up will be produced by the
within the outer section, said plunger
striking of the up impact surface 10 of the section
55 hammer head upon the impact surface 12 of section having a head on its inner end, an im
pact-nut having a thread connection securing
the upper anvil member.
In practice the jar up or jar down, as the the same in the end of the outer section, con
case may be, may be successively repeated structed to receive all the impact of said head
its inner end when the jar is jarred in
until the wedging or jamming of the drill upon
one
direction
said plunger section having an
60 pipe or string has been relieved. If desired
shoulder at its end remote from said
the device enables an alternate jar up and annular
to strike the other end of said impact
jar down of great rapidity and violence by head
nut and take all the impact when the jar is
merely sufficiently reciprocating that portion jarred
in the other direction, said outer tubu
of the drive stem above the device.
It should be noted that the rotary drive lar section having a bore at one end cooper
65
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3.

ating with the tubular plunger-section to pass section having means cooperating to enable 25
circulating water through the jar.
a rotary movement to be imparted from one
2. In a rotary jar, the combination of a of the sections to the other, said plunger sec
tubular section and a plunger-section within tion having a water-circulating passage ex
the tubular section, said plunger section hav tending longitudinally therethrough, and 30
ing an integral head on its innerend, an im means for packing the jar to prevent the
pact-nut composed of sections disposed on escape of the water in passing through the
opposite sides of the plunger section, and Sale.
secured
in the end of the tubular section, 4. In a rotary jar, the combination of a
O said plunger section having an annular shoul tubular section and a plunger-section mov
der at its end remote from said head, to strike able longitudinally within the tubular sec 35
and cooperate with the impact nut, said im tion during the jarring movement, said
pact nut having an angular opening and said plunger section having an angular part and
plunger having an angular body fitting said said tubular section having means to cooper
5 opening to enable a rotary movement to be ate with the angular part to enable a rotary
imparted from one of the sections to the movement to be imparted from one section 40
to the other, said plunger section having a
other.
3. In a rotary jar, the combination of a water-circulating passage extending longi
tubular section and a plunger-section within tudinally therethrough, and means for pack
20 the tubular section, said plunger section hav ing the jar to prevent the escape of the water
45
ing an integral head on its inner end, said in passing through the same.
tubular section constructed to permit longi Signed at Los Angeles, California, this
tudinal movement of said head within the 16th day of April, 1921.
ROBERT MCDONALD PYLES.
tubular section, said plunger and said tubular

